
Capricorn's Year Ahead
Happy Birthday Capricorn! As your

birthday year begins, your ruling planet
Saturn transit Cancer your solar 7th house
of relationships till July. Typically this
transit is not an easy transit and indicates a
variety of karmic conditions at play. The
first being your relationship with your
significant other could become stale, you
might develop a distaste for him/her or you
could develop affections for yet another
unattainable person. In this case Saturn
being your solar ruler the transit of the 7th
house angle should not be that difficult, as
most Capricorns don't expect a lot anyway!
Your energies are better focused less on
personal and more on practical.  The
relationship difficulties will work
themselves out by July when Saturn moves
into the sign of Leo your solar 8th house of
joint resources, credit, inheritances and
sharing. Leo rules children so these issues
could also affect your children or lover.  

There is a cardinal Grand square
developing this year with Saturn in Cancer,
Jupiter in Libra, the North and South
Nodes and your Capricorn Sun. This
planetary configuration will bring a lot of
dynamic energy for your use. Squares have
gotten a lot of bad press, but nothing great
is ever accomplished without them.  They
are not "bad" they just force us into fast
paced decision making energy. Those not
up to it will feel a little stressed. Most of
you though will take the opportunity and
run with it.

Happy Birthday to Capricorn!  Call for
your year ahead forecast 1-888-334-7785
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Happy New Year!  As 2005
begins Mercury, Venus, and
Pluto sextile Jupiter drawing
down lots of positive energy
and optimism for a great
year! The transiting North
and South Nodes change
signs. The North Node
(forward moving destiny) is
in the sign of independent
Aries. The South Node (past
life karma) is in the sign of
Libra (relationships). Along
with Jupiter's transit through
Libra, and Saturn's hard
aspect in Cancer, the trend
in 2005 is for relationships
(possibly soulmates) that
still have some karma to
overcome. You may find
your soulmate and he/she
may still be in their prior
relationship. Mars and
Uranus aspect each other
adversely suggesting you
shouldn't overindulge in
drinking and partying too
much. Mars Square Uranus
is indicative of accidents.
The new Moon on January

10th in the sign of Capricorn
aspects Jupiter, then Saturn;
this suggests that the new
moon on the 10th ushers in a
quicker paced time where
we are bombarded by
decisions constantly and
pressured by others to
perform efficiently and
effectively. People are not in
the mood to wait for us. The
full Moon on January 25 in
the sign of Leo aspects the
planet Uranus in a
configuration called a
quincunx. Whatever you do
or say will not be good
enough.  Avoid getting
yourself in a pickle with
others by just keeping to
yourself that day.  Find out
what's in store for you in
2005. 
Call 1-888-334-7785 to find
out!
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TAURUS (April 20-May 20):  Many of you
will be facing job and career changes, or
starting over. You are seen as a step ahead of
everyone because of your education, contacts
or prior experiences. However, others still see
you as a person who still needs to learn or be
taught. It is a tough balancing act, so don't
rock the boat with an arrogant
or headstrong attitude. Work to
fit in. Be especially cautious
with temperamental individuals
this month, including love
interests!

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Jupiter and
Neptune transit your solar 5th and 9th houses;
these are considered good karma houses in
Hindu astrology. You may reap some good
luck from the spiritual realms, as your prayers
and thoughts have wings now. With Saturn
retrograde in your solar 2nd house of money,
it's very important that you slow down your
spending and concentrate on bringing in more
money.  Easier said than done,
but Saturn opens those doors too.
With the full Moon on the 25th
you will regret picking up the
telephone…so screen your calls.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-
Dec.21): The personal planets Mercury,
Venus and Mars transit your sign this month
bringing the focus directly on you and your
desires.  Along with the planet Pluto you will
again be tested. Avoid manipulating, playing
head games or being mean and cruel to
others, just because you can. You may not
feel the effects now but later
on you will. Keep yourself
above reproach. The North
Node transits your solar 5th
house of love and romance
indicating a new type of love
on the horizon.
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LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Watch your weight
as Jupiter in the first expands your horizons in
more than one direction. Those around you sing
your praises. You may have a hard time
deciphering their motives and true feelings
though. Surround yourself with honest, caring,
and real people who will keep you grounded.
Retrograde Saturn in your 10th house of career
and reputation suggests you take
care to avoid potentially
embarrassing situations and people
who like to embarrass or degrade,
in front of others or in public. 

LEO (July 23-August 22):  Your mood will
seem so uplifting to others that with
retrograde Saturn transiting your solar 12th
house of secret fears no one will know what's
going on inside. Jupiter transiting your solar
3rd house of communications makes
everyone pay attention to every word that
comes out of your mouth. The
Full Moon in your sign on the
25th could be the only time you
let someone see the real you. You
have learned not to share your
feelings so much.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Retrograde
Saturn transits your solar 1st house, and brings
with it a lot of criticism from other people.
Don't go into your shell, as most Cancers are
apt to do. Stand up to your critics and point out
their imperfections too.  The Moon rules
Cancer, so you may experience emotional
fluctuations (ups and downs). However, avoid
being too dramatic and use this intense energy
to get ahead with your job and
career. Your decision-making
skills are at their peak right
now!

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): With the planet
Pluto transiting your solar 2nd house of money,
January has you focused on money plain and
simple. No one is better than you in getting the
most out of a situation and conserving your
resources. Saturn retrograde in your solar 9th
house of religion, higher education and the
exotic, suggests that your desire for change is
hemmed in by what others think
and what's expected of you. Plans
could be made for an exotic trip
and as the North Node dips into
your solar 6th house of work, a
new job situation opens up!

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 20): Your
ruling planet Saturn is retrograde in the sign
of Cancer your solar 7th house of
relationships, business, best friends and
open enemies. Your best friend could now
appear to be heavier, depressed and more
clingy than usual. Your 7th house of
relationships is Cancer. Cancer can be
clingy…Saturn won't tolerate
this kind of behavior. So, those
close to you may feel you are
more distant than usual. Balance
what they want with what you
want…compromise.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): The transiting
North Node enters your sign; the focus will be on
your significant other or finding that person. With
both Jupiter and the transiting South Node
transiting your solar 7th house of relationships,
you will find love. The challenge will be
balancing your independent streak with the needs
and desires of a new love. He or she could
outshine you somehow and that's not
easy to deal with, especially for Aries.
Learn to share the spotlight more and
there will be peace in your personal
relationships…it's a challenge!

PISCES (Feb. 19-Mar. 21):  Uranus transiting
your sign indicates a quickening of karma. For
example whatever wasn't right in your life up
until now will be made right…rather quickly.
The North Node has entered your 2nd house of
money heralding a new money phase that
liberates you and secures your future.  As the
personal planets transit your
solar 10th house a lot of
attention could be bestowed on
you. A lucky break with your
career is on the way in the form
of a raise or promotion.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Neptune
transiting your Sun is a liberating
experience.  You are no longer shackled to
what's expected and each Aquarian will
break free under this transit…just, have a
plan. It can be exhilarating but if you don't
have a plan you'll fall apart. Keep your mood
up this month, as Neptune's
illusions can turn into
disillusions as well. People from
the past contact you or you may
take a trip and reunite with old
friends and loved ones!
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Professional
Astrological Reports
Natal Chart - $10.00
Printed on Festive Paper
Makes a great gift!

Natal Report $30.00
A comprehensive report covering not only your 
personality traits, but also your direction and purpose
in life. An analysis of your inner character, 
challenges, career potential, love interests, and more!
Order for yourself and/or someone you love.
Provides a detailed analysis of each planet by sign,
house and aspect. (about 30 pages)

Lovers Compatibility Report $30.00
Need to find out more about a potential or ongoing
relationship? This report first looks at each person
individually. Then looks at the relationship from each
person’s perspective. (about 30 pages)

Child’s Natal Report $30.00
A must-have guide for a parent. This report covers
strengths, weaknesses, hidden talents, and so much
more. Like the natal report, it covers each planet in
your child’s chart by sign, placement, and aspect. A
wonderful parental guide that provides much needed
insight and understanding into your child’s needs and
potentials (about 30 pages).

Hindu Chart $30.00
Eastern astrology is an accurate forecaster of events
in your personal life. Get your Natal Hindu chart
based on this very ancient system of astrology. This
20-page analysis provides you with detailed 
personality traits, periods of your life and what to
expect and also the remedial measures you can take
to insure your good fortune lasts. Find out what gem
you should be wearing and what gem you should
avoid. (about 20 pages)

Buy a block of time at an added discount
One hour at 20% discount for $175.00
Two hours at 30% discount $280.00
You don’t have to come through the system,
you just call through customer service and
you receive priority treatment.
Priority membership: One-year priority
membership - Call for details.
Call for your Year Ahead Forecast with Terry or order
your 30-page Year Ahead Transit Forecast!

Keep yours coming monthly!
Our Newsletter is full of great advice and
powerful astrological predictions. Be sure to
keep yours coming monthly! The Vision
Quest Newsletter is available free of charge
to clients who regularly call our line. It is also
available for Subscription.

1 Year - $60.00
6 Months - $30.00

It makes a great gift!

White Angelica Essential Oil $62.00
15 ml
A blend of 18 oils used in ancient times to increase
the aura around the body. Its frequency protects
against the bombardment If negative energy.
Diffuse, wear on top of shoulders, on crown of
head, wrists, behind ears, and in the bath.

1-888-334-7785

Enhance Your Luck 
And Prosperity

3 Chinese I-Ching Coins tied
together with a red string: $15.00
Attach them to your check book, wallet
and/or cash register to attract wealth and
prosperity. Hung on your money tree attracts
good fortune. Lillian also suggests one set for
each purse! Use as a package topper.

Abundance Essential Oil: 
15 ml $52.00
Carry it in your purse, put on wrists, 
shoulders in bath water or use in a diffuser.
Works on your Auric field to attract 
abundance and prosperity.

Runes: Symbols for Love, $20.00
Success, Prosperity and Luck
Hand crafted

Red String: $10.00
Specially charged 9" red string! A feng shui must!

Rudrash: $25.00
Small beads from the Himalayan Mountains
that provide protection against adversity and
bring good fortune to the individual. 3 beads.
Candles: $20.00
Enhance luck and prosperity, specially
charged candles

GEM ELIXIRS FOR ATTRACTING
LOVE & SOULMATE 

Ruby Gem Elixi $50.00
# Gem of love with a protective frequency of
48,500. Moves life force chi from the root chakra
upwards. Heals the heart to restore love & passion.
# Clears up negative thoughts & self criticism.
# Accelerates the healing process from a painful
relationship.
# Breaks down old patterns and shyness.
# Creates an energy field to promote Weight Loss.
# Supports confidence
# Important Gem formula for rapid awakening
of one's higher spiritual powers.
Emerald Gem Elixir $50.00
opens you up to experience love at a higher
more compassionate level:
# calms tense emotions
# releases old trapped energy and feelings.
# awakens creativity and Life Purpose
# use for meditation
# use for grounding, calm, & focus when
attending a class or lecture

Pre-Paid Psychic Reading

Internet dating is one of the biggest ways to
meet!  In today's world time is valuable.
Find out before investing a lot of time and
energy into a new person what the 
relationship potential is!

ASTRO-COMPATIBILITY can definitely
give you the edge in knowing who you are
compatible with, what the pitfalls will be,
and the all important "is he lying?"   Or
"What's he really like?"
Singles Compatibility find out what's
ahead for you and your new guy! Avoid the
pitfalls, avoid making mistakes, and avoid
wasting time! 
Curious? Call Now!  Find out what's in

store for you and your new love!     
1-888-334-7785 

When will I get married? Is the single most
asked question that I get!
Thousands of people call me per year and
want to know when they will get married.
Contrary to what you might think,
everything you do in your life is 
predictable.  Some of us may not be living
up to our fullest potential and hinder 
marriages and soulmates from finding us.
Find out when your chances of marriage
are most likely.  Take a journey with me
and discover what you may be doing to
impede good fortune and good luck from
coming to you readily.  What's getting in
your way?  What's stopping you from 
getting married? Call 1-888-334-7785
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@ www.terrynazon.com 

These essential oils attract love
Therapeutic grade...
Patchouly Essential Oil:
15 ml $40.00
Wear as a perfume, in the bath or diffuse.
No one can resist you!

Ylang Ylang Essential Oil:
15 ml $42.00
Wear as a perfume, in the bath or diffuse.
Attracts your soulmate.

Candles: $20.00
Individually created and psychically
charged to attract love, money, and luck.
Reunites new and old lovers. Red and 
yellow available.

2 Rose Quartz Crystals: $20.00
To be put in the Money Corner of your
home, office, and/or rooms.

Butterflies: $6.00
Set of two Colorful Magnetic Butterflies for
attracting fidelity into your relationship.
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VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22: The new moon in
your 5th house of love and romance suggests
you may find your perfect love. Everyone has
an idea of what and who he or she is looking
for but rarely find it. Not so this month, your
"idea" love could possibly come into your
life. Be on the look-out January 10th (give or
take a day). A touchy situation
could develop though when a
past love resurfaces! Chose
wisely as you could definitely
have your cake and eat it too!


